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Lieutenant Kijé, Suite Symphonique, Op. 60
Serge Prokofiev
(1891-1953)

The Birth of Kijé
Romance
Kijé’s Wedding
Troïka
The Burial of Kijé

Octet for Wind Instruments
Igor Stravinsky
(1882-1971)

Sinfonia
Theme and Variations
Finale

Elizabeth Buck, Flute
Joanne Griggs, Clarinet
James Rodgers, Bassoon I
Eric Anderson, Bassoon II
Ramona Galey, Trumpet I
Troy Rowley, Trumpet II
Bradley White, Trombone I
Brent Phillips, Trombone II

INTERMISSION

Symphony No. 3 in $E^b$ Major, Op. 55
Ludwig van Beethoven
(1770-1827)

(“Eroica”)

Allegro con brio
Marcia funebre. Adagio assai
Scherzo. Allegro vivace
Finale. Allegro molto

In consideration of the performers and members of the audience, please check audible paging devices with the ushers and silence audible time pieces. The taking of photographs and the use of recording equipment are prohibited.
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Violin I
Melissa Yeh, concertmaster
Zhang Zhang
Barbara Wittenberg
Yenn-Chwen Er
Mihaela Oancea
Johnny Chang
Magdalena Villegas
Inga Ingver
Eitan Ornoy
Carol Vang
Linda Anderson
Maribeth Frank

Violin II
Julie Savignon, principal
Zachary Carrettin
Colleen Brannen
Jeanine Tiemeyer
Yoong-han Chan
Sarah Mauldin
Vanessa Cook
Bradford Lee
Adam LaMotte
Sylvia Danburg
Richard Rivera
Pat Karakis

Viola
Rudolf Haken, principal
Rifat Qureshi
Ivo Nábelek
Wei-Guo Yin
Bin Sun
Anne Miller
Tibor Molnár
Patrick Horn
Ronald Arden

Cello
Darrett Adkins, principal
Jeanne Jaubert
Katherine de Béthune
Molly Ritsema
Jen Wu
Brady Lanier
Jennifer Crowell

Cello (cont.)
Cornelia Watkins
Gerald Bergeron

Double Bass
Robert Beck, principal
John Pérez
Pamela Lopes
David Murray
Kurt Johnson
Richard Hardie
Nicholas Walker
P. Kellach Waddle
Michele Reutter

Flute
Elizabeth Buck
Kris Guthrie
Susan Kerbs
September Payne

Piccolo
Kris Guthrie

Oboe
Kyle Bruckmann
Margaret Butler
Jeffrey Champion
Dione Chandler

Bassoon
Eric Anderson
Charles Bailey
Kellie Dunlap
James Rodgers

Tenor Saxophone
Paul Harris

Horn
Wade Butin
Elizabeth Cook
Christopher Jordan
Thomas Jöstlein
Iris Rosenstein

Horn (cont.)
Ross Snyder
Martha Thompson
Elizabeth Zwick

Trumpet
Ramona Galey
James Lake
Troy Rowley
Timothy Shaffer

Trombone
Thomas Hagen
Brent Phillips
Bradley White

Tuba
Danny Urban

Harp
Juliette Buchanan

Piano and Celeste
Ming Fang

Timpani and Percussion
John Burgardt
Erich Loftis
S. Andrea Moore
Stephen Steele

Assistant Conductor
David Colson

Orchestra Manager
Martin Merritt

Orchestra Librarian
Kellie Dunlap

Stage Technicians
Tibor Molnár
James Rodgers
Iris Rosenstein
Troy Rowley

Library Assistants
Eric Anderson
Elizabeth Cook
Anne Miller
Jen Wu